REFER A FRIEND AND BE REWARDED
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Hi all,
As you know, here at Absolute In Home Care we are always looking to grow our
support teams with talented people, just like you.
As our business grows and our current employees have no availability remaining,
we want to give our current employee’s a chance to make a few extra dollars by
referring new workers.
If you know someone who you think would be a great fit here, let us know and let
them know.
To make this process easier for all, please ask your friend to send through their
resume with a cover letter telling us why they would be a great Support Worker and
why they want to work with Absolute In Home Care. If they have any questions
they are welcome to give our friendly team a call Ph: 9455 8989.
If you are referring a friend or forwarding a copy of their resume, please tell us:
The name of the person you are referring and how you know them? (e.g. “X is a
former colleague from Y company”)
If you’ve previously worked together, mention one or two things that make your
friend a good coworker and what their best skills are. (e.g. “always on time”,
“super reliable and committed” or “caring towards others and always goes out of
their way to make other’s happy”)
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Ensure you include your friend’s contact details and resume to the email and leave
the next steps to us.
Should we end up hiring your friend and they have ongoing service with us for
3months and above you will receive a bonus once-off payment of $50.00. This will
be paid to you at the 3 month period and included in your fortnightly pay as a sign
of our appreciation.
If you have any questions or your friend has any questions, feel free to contact our
friendly team in the office. Look forward to hearing from you and your friends.
Thank you!
Conditions Apply: Program commences 1 March 2021, does not include past employees or
friends for this reward prior to this date. Refer a friend must have been referred and employed
by Absolute In-Home Care after 1 March 2021 and must be employed for a 3month period.
Should they not meet the 3month employment period the reward will not be payable. You can
refer multiple persons to receive multiple rewards providing they stay with us for 3 months
plus. One reward payment for each successful individual referred.
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